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«ЧЕЛОВЕК ИГРАЮЩИЙ» А. МАК-КУИН:  

НА ГРАНИЦЕ ЖИЗНИ И СМЕРТИ 
 

В настоящей статье рассмотрена малая часть творческого «айсберга» А. 
Мак-Куина, лондонского дизайнера, – зооморфные типажи. Конечно, в 
формах костюма рубежа третьего тысячелетия авангардистские приемы 
доминируют, но глубинный, мифологический смысл «звериных» костюмо-
образов не менее значим, чем новизна авторских авангардных решений. 
Однако, это не призыв носить костюмы такого рода в нашей повседневной 
жизни, а призыв к добру, красоте и гармонии. Формирование «имиджа со-
временного человека» зависит от творческой деятельности художников, 
дизайнеров и других людей искусства и образования, людей, которые ока-
зывают большое влияние на умы и сознание молодежи. 
Ключевые слова: А. Мак-Куин, зооморфные типажи, костюмо-формы, 
учение о выражении, образ современного человека. 
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«HOMO LUDENS» - ALEXANDER MCQUEEN: 
 ON THE EDGE OF LIFE AND DEATH 

 
This article deals with zoomorphous image types - a small piece of McQueen’s 
“creative iceberg”. Such techniques as imitation, decoration, and stylization, be-
ing used by London designer, add a specific meaning to his works. Certainly, 
avant-garde techniques dominate in costume forms of the third millennium. It 
is not the call to wear the costumes of this kind in our every day life. It is the 
call to beauty and harmony. The formation of the «modern man’s image» de-
pends on creative activity of artists, designers and other people of art and edu-
cation, people who cause a great impact on minds and conscience of the youth. 
Keywords: Alexander McQueen, zoomorphous image types, costume forms, 
expression doctrine, modern man’s image. 
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Pacific National University can be called “Pacific National Podium” not by chance. 
Really, long corridors of our University are like podiums, where young people show their 
fashions and styles [1]. Sometimes we, teachers are shocked by these fashions and styles. We 
are annoyed and feel angry towards the students, who are dressed defiantly and tasteless. 
There are even conflicts between teachers and students because of it. Why? What is the rea-
son of such problems? The best way to achieve mutual understanding is to study the world 
famous works of fashion-designers which are considered to be specifically-aesthetic compo-
nents of the world’s spiritual culture. 

Zoomorphous image types of the collections presented in 1995-2010 by an outstanding 
London fashion designer Alexander McQueen, who died recently, are considered as specifical-
ly-aesthetic components of spiritual culture. Designer’s skill is introduced as an important 
constituent of the world arts and crafts Alexander McQueen which visual forms show the an-
tagonism of positive and negative tendencies, the struggle of good and evil, life and death. 

On the eleventh of February, 2010 one of the most talented fashion designers, a crea-
tive genius of the present time - Alexander McQueen died. “Homo ludens” (a playing man), 
he left this world being quite young, he left it voluntarily. But still there are his extraordi-
nary fashion collections to be much spoken about.  

Among vanguard designers (V.Vestvud, D.Galjano, A.Veremchuk) A. McQueen dis-
tinguished himself by the widest range of his creative abilities. He designed clothes with the 
images of crucified Christ, which were demonstrated by skin-headed “young ladies” with ciga-
rettes in their hands; he used flower-images with sharp and long,  knife-like petals, being 
shown by “lovely”, half-naked models. He liked to decorate his collections with huge, similar 
to flower-beds compositions. He preferred black roses1; he copied the elements of work wear 
of London chimney sweeps. Girls - “chimney sweeps” from McQueen showed the appearance 
and prudish character of true English ladies. McQueen decorated coiffure of his models with 
the “Japanese castles with tiny cranes” and used cosmic images. In his costume collections 
there are fragments of skeletons and cadaver theme given in surrealistic topics2. Undoubted-
ly, all his collections are incredibly talented; therefore McQueen’s creative work is still wait-
ing for the analytical comprehension and interpretation to be made in future.  

This article deals with zoomorphous image types - a small piece of McQueen’s “crea-
tive iceberg”. Such techniques as imitation, decoration, and stylization, being used by the 
London designer, add a specific meaning to his works. The “Woman-deer” (in collections of 
1996 and 2006), the “Woman-butterfly”, the “Woman-bird”, the “Woman-reptile” (in the last 
collection of 2010) go back to ancient traditions, cults of animals. Certainly, avant-garde 
techniques dominate in costume forms of the third millennium, but the deep, mythological 
sense of “animal” costume-images is not less significant, than the novelty of the author's van-
guard decisions.  

According to “the expression doctrine” of Ludwig Klages, when juxtaposing a costume 
choice to mental state of a fashion-designer and a person-wearer, the costume of animal style 
proves to be a replaceable (imitative) way of participation in hunting ceremonies. Modern 
man, unlike primitive man, simulates “hunting” by means of the costume. The studies of zo-
omorphous costume forms by L.I.Lipina, E.F.Korolkova, E.M.Kolcheva makes it clear, that 
this tendency does not mean a symbolical return towards the primitive culture, it is just 
natural reaction of a modern man to the world virtualization, lack of human communication 
and  

 
1  Black rose - symbol of death, emblem of grief.  
2  For example, the collection which is made by the fashion designer under the impression of 

poor harvest in Africa - models in dresses, wallowed in mud, with locust corpses attached over.  
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contacts with nature. Virtual work and virtual sex, virtual rest and other virtual 
forms of interaction speak to the “deficiency” of dialogue with nature, that’s why there are a 
lot of costumes of animal style on podiums [4]. 

 “Woman-deer” image (fig. 1) is one of the earliest zoomorphous image-types used by 
McQueen in his winter collection of 1996. A deer image of is associated with the antique 
myths about Akteon, a hunter who, having seen bathing Artemis, was turned into a deer (a 
plot from the poem “Metamorphosis” by Ovid), about the Cypress who killed Apollo’s favor-
ite deer by accident. The young man’s grief was so great, that God turned him into a griev-
ing tree. A male deer is known, to symbolize the sun, the process of renewing; very often it is 
associated with Life Tree [2, 3]. At many peoples this animal symbolizes the conflict of con-
trasts, positive and negative, light and darkness. The Celts, for example, consider a deer-
male to be a symbol of courage, the attribute of soldiers and hunters. With the Chinese it 
means happiness and welfare; the white deer symbolizes Show-Sonja – God of longevity. In 
Christian symbolism a deer reflects religious enthusiasm; in shumero-semit tradition - God of 
fertility; in Greek-Roman mythology a male deer – is Artemis’s attribute - Goddess of hunt-
ing. 

 

Hunting for deer is one of the most ancient man's 
entertainment, and the costume “Woman-deer” pro-
vokes hunter’s instinct in a man (see the book “Deer 
Hunting” of a Hungarian author M.V Horváth) [5]. A 
woman, representing herself as a “game”, entices a 
man into her networks. Besides, such costume can be 
interpreted as hunting for happiness (in the context 
of Chinese mythology), as an attempt to join together 
the two antipodes - male and female (to decrease 
their antagonism), as an illustration of the fact that 
women of the late ХХ-th century possess quickness 
and courage of a male deer (in the context of militant 
feminism). Also sexual connotation cannot be exclud-
ed, because modern men “cuckold women” as often as 
modern women “cuckold men”. In costume forms 
woman’s beauty and elegance are integrated with 
wild animal strength and grace into a single complex 
image. A semantic tree of the “Woman-deer” cos-
tume-image is shown in fig. 2. It is an illustrative ex-
ample of analytical comprehension of one of the 
brightest McQueen's zoomorphous image-types. 

Fig. 1. “Woman-deer” costume-image 
presented in McQueen’s winter col-
lection of 1996 

Trinkets, buckles and hairpins decorated with deer images [3] found on Shajginsky and 
Ananinsky ancient settlements can serve as prototypes of deer images in modern costumes. 
The use of deer image in chzhurchzhensky art is a special case in animal style formation in 
late ХII-th and early ХIII-th centuries. Traditional deer image with branchy horns associated 
with the “life tree” was used on bronze buckles by the people who lived on the territory of 
modern Europe. 

Comprehension of the role played by a modern woman (game or hunter), syncretic in-
tegration of these antagonistic contrasts in a peculiar deer costume-image, denotation of cer-
tain psychological features (stimulation of erotic interest, attention, attraction, arousal of 
hunter’s instincts) – all these make the deer costume-image a specific phenomenon of modern 
culture. 
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McQueen's favorite theme is bird and 
butterflies. It is quite reasonable because 
a butterfly is one of the most beautiful 
insects, distinguishing itself by bright col-
oring and fine forms. When comparing 
with a butterfly, we usually mean light, 
grace and beauty. At the same time the 
semantics of comparison with “moths” 
means sexual appeal, youth and levity. 
There are popular beliefs, that witches 
can turn themselves into butterflies, that 
butterflies promote conception and fore-
tell wars. In European countries and in 
Burma there is a legend, that butterflies 
are souls of the dead: Greek Psyche, 
whose name means “soul”, is depicted in 
the image of a girl with butterfly wings. 

According to A. F. Losev “…butterfly 
is the most favorite soul-symbol in the art 
of different nations” [7]. Spiritual crisis at 
the end of the XX-th, beginning of the 
ХХI-st centuries caused people’s need to 
compensate somehow the lack of “soul” in 
the surrounding world. Partly it could be 
satisfied by a costume. Therefore it is not 
casual that designers show great interest 
to entomophous (insectological) images. 

Fig. 3. “Woman-butterfly” costume-image pre-
sented in McQueen's winter collection of 2006.  

 
The Chinese, Japanese, European interpreta-
tions of the butterfly-image are different, but 
their general idea of spirituality, expressed in 
peculiar frivolous costume-forms is the same.  

Birds have always played very significant role 
in the symbolism of all the cultures. Historians 
and fabric researchers (N. N. Sobolev, V. J. 
Beresneva) point out, that bird images decorate 
the Byzantian, persian, chinese, arabian fabrics; 
the genoa brocade, spanish-mauritian and sas-
sanidian fabrics [6]. Bird images were used eve-
rywhere “… to express the idea of freedom, be-
cause of their ability to rise high up and to see 
far … ” [8]. The image of the woman-bird show-
ing off a nest with eggs represents a symbol of 
motherhood, home and peace. 

At the same time, the “Woman-bird” cos-
tume-image has not only positive meaning. In 
ancient Greek tradition, for example, the death 
demon is represented by a semiwoman-semibird. 

 Fig. 4. “Woman-bird” costume-image pre-
sented in McQueen's winter collection of 
2006 
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“In the beliefs of different peoples a bird is considered to be a demonic creature. In Roma-
nia, for example, there is a legend about a certain kind of “women”, odd and malicious beings 
resembling birds. The Slavs called an ominous, ugly female creature in the image of a bird – 
“Nav” [9]. Woman-bird images, according to the experts-psychoanalysts, namely, I. JU. Ro-
manov, are connected with the aspiration to flights. Designers’ inclination for ornithological 
elements can be considered as a traditional category of thinking which is inherent to a hu-
man being and constitutes his congenital idea.  
 A fish costume-image connected with the 

concept of totemic ancestor, is offered by 
McQueen in his several collections. The fish 
symbolics is considered in the works of D. A. 
Olderogge, B. I. Sharevsky, V. B. Mi-
rimanov, N. Grigorovich. Images of the un-
derwater world has got great popularity 
since the end of the XX-th century, but not 
in the context of mythological heritage, but 
due to Z. Kusto's explorations, A. Beljaev's 
fantastic novels and corresponding cinema 
films. Besides, modern designers often use 
unconventional forms of presentation of their 
collections. Underwater fashion parades were 
held in aquariums in the centre of Sydney 
(Australia) and Seoul (South Korea). In his 
spring collection of 1995 McQueen demon-
strated a costume-aquarium, the girl-model 
as an inhabitant of fantastic underwater 
world living in harmony with fishes. Howev-
er in the last collection, he showed the fu-
ture of the civilization: as a result of ecologi-
cal disaster people would be transformed in-
to sea monsters, snakes and amphibious rep-
tiles.  

 

 
Fig. 5. “Woman-fish” costume-image present-
ed in McQueen’s spring collection of 1995 

In many cultures people associate a snake with a killing creature, bringing about death 
and destruction. However, in a broad sense of view, a snake is a guard of treasures or esoteric 
knowledge, a symbol of wisdom. As snakes live under the earth, they are supposed to be in 
contact with the underground world having access to the magic mystery of the dead. In 
Buddhism a dragon personifies rage; in Christianity – insidiousness and maliciousness; in Ju-
daism a snake also personifies harm, temptation, sin i.e. all the vices, people should get rid of 
by themselves. 

Ritual death is an integral part of a play with spirits. Transferring totem images to cos-
tume-images is also a play; sometimes adapting, but sometimes dangerous. The uninitiated 
are not allowed to call the spirits from obscurity, without being punished, but the laws of 
show business demand shocking performances. Playing with death is the performance which 
brings success for sure. Nevertheless, success must be always paid back; the only question is 
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in its price. Show business is a monster devouring his own children. 
As a whole, image of reptiles (snakes, lizards) is a 

complex and universal symbol, to which many fash-
ion designers refer, but in McQueen's creative work 
it appeared to be fatal.The show of Alexander 
McQueen's spring collection of 2010 in Paris, which 
received the name “Plato's Atlantis”, was opened by 
a quite shocking video on a big screen: model 
Raquel Zimmerman with snakes creeping over her 
half-naked body. The show was finished by the “girl-
snake” in a brilliant scaly dress. From the very be-
ginning the visitors’ attention was attracted by the 
footwear of the models, which resembled snake 
mouths. The eyebrowless faces of the girl-models the 
result of special make-up, resembled fish mouths. 
Only fatly drawn round lips, twice wider than the 
natural contour, stroke one's eye. 

The main theme of the last collection is the apoc-
alyptic designer’s forecast of the future of the Earth 
civilization, when thawing glaciers and ecological 
catastrophe would force people go back into the seas 
and oceans. McQueen's main characters became not 
sea nymphs, but women-mutants: monsters, hybrids 
of human beings and sea creatures, and reptiles. 
The animal-totem cult in ancient civilization was 
usually accompanied by bloody sacrifices.  

Fig. 6. “Woman- snake” costume-
image presented in McQueen’s spring 
collection of 2010. 
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